
Summary of IENG Sary’s Alternative Motion on the Limits of the Applicability of 
Grave Breaches of the Geneva Conventions at the ECCC, 1 June 2010

Introduction

On 1 June 2010, the Defence submitted a motion on the limits of grave breaches of the 
Geneva Conventions (“grave breaches”), should they apply at the ECCC.  Should the 
ECCC decide  that  it  has  jurisdiction  to  apply  grave  breaches  a  further  jurisdictional 
challenge is warranted on their limits.

Admissibility of the jurisdictional challenge

Jurisdictional  issues  must  be  raised  at  this  stage  of  the  proceedings.   Through  this 
jurisdictional  challenge,  the Defence does not request the OCIJ to pre-judge the facts 
before the Closing Order.  The Defence simply requests the OCIJ to determine the limits 
of the applicability of grave breaches, should the OCIJ determine that the ECCC has 
jurisdiction to charge Mr. IENG Sary with grave breaches.  The Pre-Trial Chamber has 
found that both international  standards and Article  35 new of the Establishment  Law 
require  specificity  in  an  indictment.   An  indictment  cannot  be  specific  unless  the 
delimitation of crimes relied on in the indictment are set out. 

Summary of Arguments

a. Grave breaches are limited to grave breaches of the Geneva Conventions

Grave breaches of the Geneva Conventions are set out explicitly in the Establishment 
Law; grave breaches of Additional Protocol I are not.  Additional Protocol I was only 
ratified  by Cambodia  on 14 January 1998.    The  temporal  jurisdiction  of  the ECCC 
covers the period between 17 April 1975 and 6 January 1979.  To apply any grave breach 
provision from Additional Protocol I would violate the principle of nullum crimen sine 
lege,  the  Agreement,  and  the  Establishment  Law.   Additional  Protocol  I  cannot  be 
considered to codify then existing customary international law.   By the end of 1978, 
while 54 States had signed Additional Protocol I, only 3 States had ratified it   This does 
not  show  the  widespread,  consistent  State  practice  necessary  to  form  customary 
international  law.    Article  2  of  the  ICTY  Statute  is  identical  to  Article  6  of  the 
Establishment  Law in  stating  that  each  respective  tribunal  or  court  has  the power to 
prosecute,  or  bring  to  trial,  all  persons  or  suspects  who  committed  or  ordered  the 
commission of “grave breaches of the Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949.”   The 
ICTY:  1)  does  not  in  its  Statute  or  its  jurisprudence  provide  for  grave  breaches  of 
Additional Protocol I; and 2) does not in its Statute or its jurisprudence provide for grave 
breaches of customary international law, apart from the Geneva Conventions which are 
reflective  of  customary  international  law.   The  ECCC  should  be  guided  by  the 
jurisprudence  of  the  ICTY and  limit  grave  breaches  to  those  set  out  in  the  Geneva 
Conventions.
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b. Grave breaches are only applicable in an international armed conflict

Common Article 2 of the Geneva Conventions states in part: “the present Convention 
shall apply to all cases of declared war or of any other armed conflict which may arise 
between two or more of the High Contracting Parties….”  Only common Article 3 of the 
Geneva Conventions is applicable to an armed conflict of a non-international character. 
As grave breaches are a part of the Geneva Conventions, but not covered by common 
Article 3, grave breaches are only applicable in an international armed conflict.   The ICC 
Statute identifies grave breaches as only applicable in an international armed conflict. 
The ICTY is also clear in stating grave breaches are only applicable in an international 
armed conflict.  

c. There must be a nexus between the underlying acts and the international 
armed conflict

The criterion of a nexus is necessary in order for grave breaches to include violations of 
international humanitarian law but to exclude, for example, domestic crimes.  Logically, 
if the underlying act is not related to the international armed conflict, there is no violation 
of international humanitarian law.  The ICTY has followed this reasoning.   The ECCC 
should follow suit.  The ICTY Appeals Chamber has set a high threshold for the nexus 
between the alleged crime and international conflict.   If this threshold is not met,  the 
nexus  is  not  established.   The  ICC  has  followed  the  jurisprudence  of  the  ICTY  in 
requiring a nexus.

d. The  victims  of  the  underlying  acts  must  qualify  as  protected  persons  or 
property pursuant to the Geneva Conventions and the Establishment Law

The Geneva Conventions and the commentary to the Geneva Conventions make clear 
that  a protected  person is  defined  by his  or her  nationality.   In  July 1999 the ICTY 
Appeals  Chamber  extended  the  definition  of  “nationals”  to  persons  with  different 
ethnicity.  The ICTY Appeals Chamber’s extended definition of protected persons cannot 
be applied at  the ECCC as it  would violate  the principle  of  nullum crimen sine lege 
because the ECCC has temporal jurisdiction over the period of 1975-79, at which time an 
extended definition was not sufficiently foreseeable or accessible.  In addition, the ICTY 
Appeals Chamber applied the extended definition of nationals only in the context of the 
potential creation of new states in a modern inter-ethnic armed conflict.   The Preparatory 
Committee  of  the  ICC Statute  has  added a  subjective  element  to  the  definition  of  a 
protected  person,  namely that  an Accused must  know that  the victim belonged to an 
adverse  party.  Where  the  law  can  be  interpreted  to  benefit  an  Accused,  it  must  be 
interpreted in this manner.

e. The mens rea required for a grave breach offense is intent, or under certain 
circumstances, recklessness

The ICC is clear that criminal responsibility for crimes over which it has jurisdiction can 
only be attributed when the Accused has intent and knowledge.  There is no mention of 
the term “negligent.”  The ECCC likewise cannot charge an Accused with grave breaches 
on the basis  of negligence.   When the ICTY Trial  Chamber held that  the “mens rea 
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constituting all the violations of [grave breach offenses] include both guilty intent and 
recklessness which may be likened to serious criminal negligence,” it made two errors. 
First,  recklessness  does  not  equate  to  serious  criminal  negligence;  they  are  two 
completely separate legal standards.  Second, the seriousness of grave breaches cannot 
warrant a mens rea standard of negligence.  To do so would devalue the seriousness of a 
grave breaches offense.  Liability arising from the mens rea of command responsibility or 
JCE – should these forms of liability apply at the ECCC – is a separate issue from the 
requisite mens rea of grave breaches.

f. The only forms of liability applicable to grave breaches are committing and 
ordering

Article  6  of  the  Establishment  Law limits  the  applicability  of  grave  breaches  to  “all 
Suspects who committed or ordered.”  Any other form of liability listed in Article 29 of 
the Establishment Law or even those forms of liability which are not listed in Article 29 
of the Establishment Law – such as JCE – are therefore not applicable to the crime of 
grave breaches.  

g. Definition of underlying acts

i. Torture

The commentary to the Geneva Conventions sets out three key limits of torture.  First, the 
threshold for an act to constitute torture is that it must involve the infliction of pain which 
is more than a mere assault on the physical or moral integrity of a person.  Second, it is 
the purpose behind an act which determines whether the act constitutes torture, not the 
pain itself.  Third, the purpose can only be to obtain confessions or information.  The 
ICTY has stated that any act of torture must be “intentional.”   Recklessness will not 
suffice.   However,  the  ICTY  has  extended  the  definition  of  torture  to  reflect  the 
constitutive elements of the crime as set out in the 1984 Convention against Torture and 
Other Cruel, Inhumane or Degrading Treatment and Punishment (“CAT”). In 1975-79 
CAT did not exist.  CAT cannot therefore be applicable at the ECCC.  Finally, Torture, as 
a  grave  breach  of  the  Geneva Conventions,  cannot  include  “biological  experiments.” 
Biological experiments are listed as a grave breach in the Geneva Conventions, but are 
not enumerated in the list of grave breaches applicable at the ECCC.

ii. Destruction  and  serious  damage  to  property  not  justified  by  military 
necessity and carried out unlawfully and wantonly

Article 6 of the Establishment Law states: “destruction and serious damage to property, 
not justified by military necessity and carried out unlawfully and wantonly.”   This is a 
marked  distinction  from the  Geneva Conventions  and Article  2  of  the  ICTY Statute 
which both state: “extensive destruction and appropriation of property.”   The exclusion 
of appropriation of property at the ECCC demonstrates that the ECCC was not intended 
to have jurisdiction over this particular grave breach offense.  The Geneva Conventions 
state that “extensive destruction” is required.  Article 6 of the Establishment Law simply 
states that “destruction” is required.  Any ambiguity must be resolved in favor of the 
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Accused.  Therefore extensive destruction to property is required.  Serious damage is not 
stated in the Geneva Conventions as an underlying act.   To consider serious damage as 
an underlying act would be a violation of the principle of nullum crimen sine lege.

iii. Taking civilians as hostages

The commentary to the Geneva Conventions sets out two criteria for the underlying act of 
taking of civilians as hostages: 1) hostages must be “persons illegally deprived of their 
liberty;” and 2) there must be “the threat either to prolong the hostage’s detention or to 
put him to death.”  The definition of hostages at the ICTY departs from the definition in 
the Geneva Conventions.  The ICTY Trial Chamber altered the criterion of “the threat 
either to prolong the hostage’s detention or to put him to death,” to “inhumane treatment 
or death.”  The extended definition was not law in 1975-79 and was neither foreseeable 
nor accessible to the Charged Persons in 1975-79.  To apply the ICTY extended criteria 
of “inhumane treatment  or death” would consequently violate the principle  of  nullum 
crimen sine lege.  The definition in the International Convention against  the taking of 
Hostages 1979 was neither accessible nor foreseeable to the Charged Persons in 1979.

Essence of submission

The Defence requests that should the Co-Investigating Judges find, despite all Defence 
arguments to the contrary, that grave breaches may be applied at the ECCC, they should 
limit such application in the manner stated herein.
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